The Spaceship is on the launch pad, full of fuel, and ready for blast off. My [grandparents] [family] [teachers] are taking a trip into space. They are going to be astronauts!

Once onboard the spacecraft, they do their [safety checks] [space dance] [high fives], and strap themselves in. Then the Commander shouts, ["All systems go!"] ["Maximum power!"] ["Did we pack enough snacks?"] The Spaceship [tangos] [blasts] [zigzags] off the launch pad and soars high above my [house] [school] [dog]. The crew watch the earth get smaller as the rocket flies into space. Suddenly, the Co-pilot exclaims, “Look out!”. But it is too late! With a [bump] [crash] [zoink] the Spaceship hits something. What can it be? [A Martian?] [An asteroid?] [A UFO?] The astronauts need to exit the Spacecraft to investigate. They put on their [spacesuits] [pajamas] [earmuffs] and space boots. After suiting up, they exit the Spaceship. Oh boy, what an amazing sight! The spaceship has crashed into a Space Carnival! It is so [unbelievable!] [cosmic!] [fantastic!] There is a Milky Way Rollercoaster, and flying saucers are [zipping] [spinning] [bumping] around everywhere! There is space food galore; including popsicles that never melt! What a great discovery! After checking the spaceship for damage, the astronauts [hop] [glide] [cartwheel] onto the spaceship to tell the commander about what they found. The commander puts on his [tacky tourist hat] [Santa suit] [clown nose] and floats out to enjoy the carnival before they return to earth.